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Synchrotron-Based X-ray Phase-Contrast Tomography for Breast Cancer Imaging  
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Breast cancer is one of the two leading causes of cancer fatalities for women in all countries [1]. Early 
detection can be crucial for successful treatment of this often aggressive type of cancer, before it spreads 
to vital organs. Regular mammographic screening is therefore recommended by health authorities in 
many countries as an optimal strategy for detecting the first signs of breast cancer [2]. Concerns about 
harm from false positive and false negative diagnoses [2] create a considerable incentive for 
development of improved mammographic techniques. Improving sensitivity and specificity of existing 
breast cancer imaging technologies, could improve detection [3]; doing this while delivering reduced X-
ray dose to the patient, and, preferably, also removing or reducing the considerable physical discomfort 
experienced by many patients during the conventional breast screening procedures [4-9] would be an 
added benefit. Propagation-based phase-contrast X-ray CT (PB-CT), which exploits refraction (in 
addition to absorption) of X-rays in tissue, shows particular promise in this regard due to its superior 
sensitivity to soft-tissue tumors [5-17]. The improvement in the image quality due to the use of phase 
contrast, combined with the reduced radiation dose and less physical discomfort associated with the 
procedure, has the potential to significantly increase the participation rate of women in regular breast 
screening. This in turn will ultimately decrease the mortality and morbidity associated with breast cancer 
through improved early detection. 
 
Currently, PB-CT breast imaging is feasible only at suitable synchrotron beamlines; the low brightness 
of microfocus laboratory X-ray sources that have sufficient spatial coherence for PB-CT phase contrast 
imaging makes exposure times impractically long or signal to noise (SNR) unacceptably poor. 
Demonstrating definitive benefits through breast cancer imaging facilities at synchrotrons provides a 
strong motivation for developing systems suitable for use in hospitals. In our recent experiments at 
IMBL at the Australian Synchrotron and at SYRMEP beamline at Elettra synchrotron in Trieste [10-17], 
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we have analysed the essential parameters of PB-CT technique relevant to breast cancer imaging, 
including the optimal X-ray energy range, sample-to-detector distances and key detector characteristics. 
We have theoretically proved [12,18] and confirmed,in preliminary experiments, that synchrotron PB-
CT increases the SNR in breast cancer imaging by a factor of 10 or more at the same radiation dose. 
Equivalently a decrease in the radiation dose by a factor of 100 or more at the same SNR, compared to 
conventional absorption-based CT, can be obtained with minimal loss of spatial resolution. Such a result 
provides a robust justification for the use of PB-CT breast cancer imaging of live patients at synchrotron 
facilities similar to IMBL and SYRMEP in order to demonstrate clinical effectiveness. Continuing work 
is aimed at addressing some remaining challenges on the way to practical implementation of medical 
breast imaging with synchrotron radiation. In particular, we need to prove that the sensitivity and 
specificity of PB-CT in breast cancer imaging are higher than in other breast imaging techniques 
available at present. 

 

     
Fig. 1. (a) CT reconstruction of a fresh mastectomy sample with cancer lesions; (b) Hutch 3B of the 
IMBL, Australian Synchrotron, where PB-CT breast cancer imaging will be implemented; (c) Patient 
support table for breast CT imaging at SYRMEP beamline at Elettra Synchrotron (Trieste, Italy). 
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